AR identification and spectral estimate applied to the R-R interval measurements.
The methods of identification and spectral estimate are applied to the tachogram, i.e. the time series constituted by the cycle-by-cycle R-R interval durations measured on the ECG signal from cardiological patients in ambulatory rehabilitation training after episodes of myocardial infarction or ischemic disease. The Batch Least Squares Method is applied to identify the series as an AR process of 5th order. The whiteness test and Rissanen's optimization criterion are also fulfilled. The clinical information is in this way highly compressed in the pole diagram and in the Maximum Entropy Spectrum (MES) estimated on the basis of the AR coefficients. The experimental results in a restricted set of patients confirm the feasibility of new instrumentation design criteria for non-conventional R-R intervals parametrisation, successive diagnostic classification and beat prediction. Finally, some preliminary considerations about the capabilities of the introduced methods put into evidence the role of computerized techniques in recognizing the fundamental patterns of physiopathological heart rate variability, which the usual conventional methods of ECG analysis are not able to detect in a reliable way.